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: Modern Man and Harvey Ferguson: A Symposium
I

•

<Modern ~an an4 Harvey Fergusson-A Symposium
I

H

'1

FERGUSSON AND HIS WORK-

ARVEt FERGUSSON is as honest as an adding. machine and

·
as fr,e of illusions as Mae West.
.
. No, Irm wrong, and in the very first sentence. Harvey
Fergusso* is' not as free of illusions as Miss West. He is
freer, for lit is doubtful if the magnificent Mae, after making
a choice, rver aSKed herself how she happened to make it,
only to di cover that her decision was governed by "internal
and exte al necessities" over which she had little or no
control a d that, therefore, the freedom of choice was an
illusion.
And so 'we land immediately in Part One of Modern
Man, in Vfhich Fergusson disc~sses the "illusion of chojce."l
It makes la fine parlor game, this discussion as to whether
illusion o.r not. You take a fellow whO' believes
chojce is
that it is, if you can find him, let him remark casually that
he holds $uch a belief and th alance of the group will all
s,ho~t..at ijim at once. If he st ndS' his ground, as he usually
does, the largument may 1ast or hours, at the end of which
time the~e will still be th one fellow who believes ,that
choice is-I an illusion and th balance of the group which'.
does not. Of colirse, it . ht be different with different
...,
groups.
When an argument a out an author's book or ideas
quiets dowtl that is the cue to commence discussing the'
author himself. Fergusson is a medium tall, big-boned man:
of forty with sharp blue-grey eyes that look into things and
see what is there... He once, worked for the forest service and
has what I conceive to be the eharacteiistic bearing of a
for,ester: quiet, ,restrained and· giving the impression of:
competence and reliability. You can't imagine him being.
lost and helpless in a Sduthwestern mountain forest. YoU!
just know he would be able to look at the moss on the trees
and tell which way and how far to Santa Fe, that, to use a
wisecrack that tickled me, he would'be able to somehow find
a couple of Boy Scouts a~d rub them together to start a fire.
[ 123 ]
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But you do not have to imagine him -lost in New York.
Just be with him and you will discover that he is lost every
time he pops ~ut of a subway. Three times out of four he
starts off in the wrong direction. The fourth time he hits
it by accidEmtl
He dresses simply, neatly, sometimes wears black suspenders, due to some "internal or external necessity," no
doubt.
_
He works and lives methodically, as one might expect
from ,the method and form seen in his written work. E~ch
morn~ng, after breakfast, he goes to his poor little decrepit typewriter and starts to write. If things go well, he
sticks to the job until noon or past. If things do not go
well, he quits trying, makes notes, 40es research, rea.ds.
His afternoons, or what may be left _of them, he goes
somewhere and does something, takes an auto trip or a
tramp, hunts, fishes, plays handball. His hands are ideal for
handball. They are only slightly smaller than a tennis
racket. ~ He is restless, wants to move around. He tells
me he finds writing easiest while he is in the Southwest,
but he has written books in New York, Salt Lake City,
Washington, Berkeley, and Los Angeles.
What he does with his nights I do not know. Before
his last visit to- Hollywood, where he has worked or at least
held a job twice, he could' not be dragged into a m,ovie. Hecame away from the film factories the last time with more
tolerance and interest in their product and I suspect that
he may, some day break down and accept'my standing invitation to go see Norma Shearer.
I nave seen him at dinners and parties. He seems to
suffer.· He is usually not very talkative. Cocktails 'and a'
pretty gal will loosen 'his tongue--and why not? He speaks
, very fluently and interestingly, much as he writes. There
is more humor in his talk than in his writings~ He laughs
a good deal if there is anything to laugh at.
I once heard hi¢ offer this piece of political parlor
democracy everybody should make it a
philosophy: In

a
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, point .J, vote selfishly. If this were done, the greatest good
for the greatest number would be assured. The catch in this
is, of course, that .it' ,is ~o difficult to vote with enlightened
selfishness.
Starting in 1921, Fergusson haS written nine books, and,
not a single dull one in the lot. Seven' are novels, one, Rio,
Grande, a history, and one, Modern Man, a philosophy.
The novels are, in my not too humble opinion, the only
really ,good novels of the Southwest. They are interesting,
even exciting, aut~oritativeand almost pitifplly honest.'
The only other modern book that might be compared to
them is Willa Cather's Death Comes to the Archbishop,
and this falls several ki10meters short of equaling the Fergusson standard. If' Mr. Fergusson should try to write
about the people of Nebraska, be would doubtless fall an
equal distance below the standard set by Miss Cather when
she writes about the section of the country she kIiows.
Rio Grande: a book on the hi~tory of the Southwest,
puts more information in ·less space than any oth~r book
on the subject. Moreover, it is as interesting as 'a novel,
. a thing so often said about histories, but so seldom true. Fergusson loves the Southwest and without trying deliberately
to do it, he makes his readers love it.
While Modern Man'must be classed as a book on
psycho-philosophy. the classification is a bit misleading.
.BOQks on philosophy andpsy~hology ordinarily' deal spe~ifically with their own subject. They reach out here and
there to touch life, but they are first of all concerned with
their own subject matter. They start with philosophy and'
psychology and seek to ,apply these things to lif~~ Fergusspn's approach is' the opposite to this. He starts :with life,
the life he knows most about, his own, and brings whatever:
he needs of philosophy and psychology to it. Th~ result is
a more interesting, more vital book, uncramped by precedent
and formula.
,
. It can be seen in! his other writing, but it becomes'
has
strikingly obvious in his, last book that Mr. FergUsson
.
,
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the mind and temperament of a" scientist. Of course I mean
a good scientist, not one of the half-baked variety that clutter the universe. He can no It)ore deny or ignore what seems
to him to be a fact than he could cut off a baby~s ears. Perhaps it does not seem consistent to say that a novelist has a
scientific mind, but imagination'is one of the most valuable
qualities of a gOO~'d scientific mind. The scientist without
it is hardly wort, his salt and test tubes.
Fergusson's literary style is very simple. He first
thinks straight, then writes as he thinks. Very, simple,
but not so easy to do. His sentences are short and clear.
He never uses two words where one will do. He hardly uses
two letters where one will do, except for that extra "s" "in
Fergusson.
Before he pulled loose from the, security of a salary,
Mr. Fergusson wrote feature stories for a newspaper syndicate. Later he wrofl advertisements for an advertising
agency. Among other things, he supplied copy for a campaign on behalf of dates. His copy was so effective he convi~ced himself, and to this day the most distinguished
intellectual NewMexicol!'has produced, still eats dates with
enthusiasm and relish. Too bad he cannot hit a baseball
as well as he can think and write. If he could, you could
go down to Robinson's Park and have a look at his statue.
HOWARD R. RAPER.
THE ADEQUACY OF MODERNITY

Harvey Fergusson's Modern Man is outstanding for its
candor, its realism, its thoughtfulness, and a large
measure of consistency. It challenges attention, and once
one grants its primary assumptions, one must pretty inevitably reach the author's more important conclusions. But
there are very sizeable difficulties lurking in these assumptions. Some of us find ourselves stopped almost from the
very beginning by inability to accept them.
The first of these important premises is that determinism has become a thoroughly established doctrine in the
modern ~orld and, therefore, that men are unhappy over
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'a growing consciousness of a loss of choice. The author is'
not explicit about the nature of this determinism~ but it
I seems to derive pretty largely from his acquaintance with
L behavioristic psychology. He makes, it seems to me, an
.~excellent case for the existence of a growingly' rigid social
~ determinism, but the deeper and more basic sort expounded
by behaviorism is rooted in materialism. Certainly there
is not only nothing new about' that, .but most writers in
philosophy would agree, I think, that mechanism, and materialistic determinism have been called in question much more
frequently in the last twenty years than in the fifty years
preceding that period. The work of Bergson, S. Alexander,:" ~
. Whitehead, and Smuts is indicative of a strong tide swing~
ing in the direction, not to mention the more popular, though
.philosophically less systematic, .work - of EddipgtQn and
Jeans. The ~ourse of creative evolution and its elan 'Vital
,is unpredictable i emergence, or the theory of levels; insists
that new things not concefvable.to< man can and do appear
out of nature's combinations. Even Max Planck, arguing
for an idealistic sort of determinism, admits that man cannot
carry the notion of qeterininism into his thinking of his
own actions. In fact, there are a good many of us who would
. like to turn Mr. Fergusson's thesis ~ompletel~ around, and,
say that modern man's unrest is due not to a growing sense:
of rigidity, but to a growing sense of ullcertai;ty and insecurity-socially .to be sure, but also philosopHically and religiously. The JIledieval universe was a snug little place,:
with God living up in the sky-arch where he could easily
look down upon his' chidren's doiIigs. CalVin's univ.erse was
quite as rigid, but in a different. way. qod was omniscient
and omnipotent; therefore, everything was predestined, and
the fate of every soul known from the beginning of all time.
Man's growing knowledge and changing concepts regarding
himself have-made both positions untenable today,
A second important. assumption, ,and one logically developed from the one preceding, is that: ."Thought does
not determine behavior, but for societies and for individ..
uals alike it creates destiny by cre~ting consciousness."
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There is no such thing as f~ing difficulties and thinking out
plans. All balance in society is to be achieved by tdal and
error. "It cannot be conceived and applied." Thought is
a purely creative force-rigidly determined, of course.
Well, this is pretty hard on those who have espoused
the intellectual life, conceiving it as a ,way of conquest.
Some of us have even dared anticipate a future for man in
which reason and power of intellect will have inherited the
kingdom prepared for them, and in which the world ,will
stand ready to acknowledge their potency in the conflict
with problems. This, also, of course, has been the vision
of many' a genius from Plato to John Dewey. Space does
nO,t permit an attempt at its argument here.
,
The third assumption, and the one that affects the daily,'
living of men most closely, is that of values. Values, our.
author declares, are merely the outcome of social necessities,
and reduce to two-honesty and the avoidance of violence. "
"They include, on the one hand, the prohibition of murder,
assault, rape, sabotage, and all other forms' of violence
against person and property, and, on the other hand, the
prohibition of theft, fraud, breach of contract, default, embezzlement, perjury, and all other forms of dishonesty which'
involve an ascertainable group inter~st."
.
Under such a doctri~e one wonders what becomes of,
nobility,fineness of taste or feeling, being as a more comprehensive term than doing, and all the other "ideals" invented by man 'from the days of Gautama, 'Socrates, and·
Jesus, on down. But if man does not choose, ideals tend,
of course, to become hollow and vain;·
One difficulty with the doctrine of following natural
impulse or drive is that, though periodically in the past men
have become enamored with it, they have never been content
to live permanently within its implications. Eating becomes a ceremony attended with adornments of white linen,
sparkling glassware, beautiful silver, music, flowers, and
the flow of cultured conv..ersation. So the beginning of conjugal life tends in human society to take on ceremony a'nd
~

~
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meaning far beyond either sexual satisfaction or the propa-gation of the species. "Love and nothing else," as Walter
Lippman puts it, "verysoon is npthing else; .. ~ . it endures
only when lovers love many things together, and not merely
each other." M~n is mutant. He comes into his human
estate to the degree that he transcends the animal level.
The author of Modern Man, I suspect, is more completely persuaded of the ,~adequacy of modernity than most
of us of the acadeJl1ic breed. Those whose habit it is to ponder the thought of the past can s~arcely refrain from comparisons and consideration of the history of social reactions.
It all makes for a'good deal of hesitancy with regard to the
whole-souled acceptance of formulas grounded in materialistic determinism. My own feeling is that neither determini~m nor free choice is a satisfactory answer t& the problem
r~ised in this book. Fergusson has done us all a' valuable
service in bravely supporting one of the possible solutions,
but many of us feel that the necessa:ry synthesi~ is to include
bQth horns of this ancient dilemma is still forthcoming-the
work of some great genius of the future, in a future society.
JAY C. KNODE.

\

i

. AN INCENTIVE TO PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY

In Modern Man 1 His Belief dnd Behavior, Harvey
Fergusson turns from his chosen field' of fiction to metaphysics. He honestly strives to "integrate theoretical belief
with behavior." Some sections of'the discussion are stimulating and fO.rcefully ex..p ressed but o.ften there is vaguenfs
and uncertainty which produces a confusion as to what t e
thesis is. Perhaps, it is not possible to thus classify hum n
relations, -emotions, and reactions; but since Mr. Fergusson
starts out to rationalize his own feelings in the light of his
recorded e~riences, the conclusio~ is that he often fails.
"Against" free will on scientific grounds, he feels that
every event must have a consequence that will, in turn, help

.
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determine future events. He says the element of volition is,
whenever it appears, "an intrinsic force and usually a group
force ... influenced if not determined by group consciou~
ness, and spontaneity and individual growth ar~ lacking."
Although endorsing the desirability of spontaneity which he
states is necessary to growth of individual consciousness, he
denies free action 3.&. the result of choice. Thus is man compelled by taboos and group restrictions. If this be the case,
what opportunity has he for modern inventions, be they in
the field of science or the arts?
Very aptly, howev,er, there is described the conflict within man, who despises security yet, "reserves a secret place
in his being for the worship of another god-the god of
spontaneity of growth." But one wonders whether the creative mind is not always one that sees change. Curiosity
seems a natural attribute or source of growth, and one who
is content with security is one who had ceased to desire to
explore. The joy of living for most people is to adventure, be
it physical or menta~. Perhaps this quest for new intellectual
fields is the explanation for Modern Man!
The classification of man's development into three
periods-that of primitive, medieval, and modern man, and
the subsequent discussion of the mental reaction to the
"illusion of choice" is interesting. The conclusions, however, are a constant challenge and one hesitates to acquie~ce
.jn results based upon such obviously unqualified generalizations. For example, primitive man, in his reactions, is Qertainly not typified by Pueblo· Indians. And throughout the
. entire discussion one feels that American conditions prodpce
the "makings" for Mr. Fergusson's Modern Man, yet medievalism scarcely figures in the histori~ sense for this country.
Continued confusion of examples from American environs
weakens the univer.sality of the discussion.
His generalizations on the typically intellectual Catholic,
"a sad creature, inhibited in his emotional life, while' his_
,. mental life is full of evasions and sophistries," seem, also,
so open to exception that the conclusions are far from justi-
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fiable. Even in the days of medievalism the impression.
gleaned £(rom many monastic chronicles is that life was a'
rather jolly affair. Catholicism has been a tremendous force
in develojing "modern man"---conservative yet ever amazingly flexlible for a bewildering complexity of conditions,
races, anq. climates.
When, however, Mr. Fergusson leaves the metaphysical
and deals iwith the consideration' of literary procfuctions: his
keen und~rstanding and analysis is convincing. He is on t,
surer gro,nd, in his own field, where, as novelist and writer,
he deals tith elements long familiar. Thus the grasp. and
definitene~s of generalization ,and conclusion is apparent.
As a~ intellectual adventure, Modern Man is a challenge
that stimflates reaction. It effectually provokes thought,
and, thouf'h "a wilderness of contention and confusion," it .
gives th~ reflective mind an incentive to, be his own
PhilOSOPhir .
.'
,
" .

•

I

I

TH~ ILLUSION OF

DOROTHY' WOODWARD.

N O,;,CHOICE

With r. Ferguson's general thesis (pp. 10-11) I'am in
hearty ac ord. Illusion is a powerful determinant in man's
behavior. Men have taken it seriously as a means 'of making
the world inister to their vital endeavors.. Civilization may
be cqn~i das a tendency to transform nature in harmony
with\We rfe-will of 'an evolving ,society. In his forms of
social tire, politics, art and religion, ~an practices the art of
illusion.
It is altogether fallacious to see only illusion in this
illusionism of man. Man's illusions are a ,form of deception,
but they are not merely deceptions; they are at the same time
realities, subJective to be sure, but they actually create objective reality. Tlie building up of an "ideal" world, is in itself
a.reality, even though it be the reality of an illusion. Even
an illusionary transformation of the world is a transformation of the world..
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Reprehensible and ridiculous as, are some of t:p.ese'illusions, it is an unthinking bias cavalierly to condemn illusions
because they contain this aspect. Man's life becomes a crude
and shapeless thing when we abstract from it what is' not
wholly "true." It is one of the signs of mali's pre-eminence
that he possesses the power of entertaining illusions and
investing illusion with reality; There is overwhelming evidence in philosophy to establish the thesis that our so-called
reality may be, in its entirety, an illusion, an illusion, to be
sure, through which a "real" world glimmers. Who knows,
but that our "real" world is an illusion and the world of
illusions the real world. "The re;tlist, with his faith in an
underlying stratum of uncolored reality, insists on calling
the reflection of this reality in the mirro~ of the individual
self by such terms as fantasy, ideal, or illusion. The idealist,
on the other hand, insists in concerning himself primarily
'with life as it is lived, that is, with all the actual perceptions,
conceptions, works of art and human relationships that he
finds to be the significant values in life, and ~elegating to the
field of 'religious dogmatism such matters a~ the existence of
the realist's entirely independent, and therefore, unknowable, world of reality."-'Richard Rothchild, Reality, and
Illusion, pp. 32-33.
But when Mr. Fergusson assays a critique of the illusion
of choice he flounders in a welter of epigrammatic confusions.
To illustrate: At the very outset, using a. quotation of
Dr. Edman to the effect that while· he Believes in determinism "in a rough sense," practically and morally he believes in
freedom, that is, that genuine choice is possible, Mr. Fergusson pounces on this as proof positive of the dilemma in which
the illusion of choice ensnares men. He then proceeds dogmatically to say, that "determination cannot be conceived as a
qualified condition. Either human .behavior is determined
by necessity, or it is not. If it is, there can be no choice,
practically, morally, or any other way."
I prefer Professor Edman's attitude to Mr. Fergusson's
dilemma. I would rather and gladlYj submerge the compu'l-
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sions of logic to the realities of vital living. Life is not logi- .
cal,. it is v#al. The illusion of choi~e is no more logical than
the illusion of no-choice. It is Mr. Fergusson's dogmatism
which impales' him on the horns of a dilemma,' but Dr. Edman's "honesty" leads him, at least, to\ the realization that
what life presents him with is a paradox, offering him a more
adequate opportunity to integrate his theoretiCal beliefs with
his behavior than Mr. Fergusson's unresolvable dilemma.
The choice is not one between an illusion of choice and an
, illusion of! no-choica-, but the apprehension that both, as
polarities, ~s a paradox, are the vital basis for an ,integration
'
of belief a 'd behavior.
The i usion of ehoice enables man to set up the syntheses wh ch help him determine the 'goals of fulfillment.
These goal become an immediate fact of consciousness about
which one an feel certain. .They supply him with' a terrific
drive. Thb individual and his destiny Jecome one. Man's
failure lied, not in his illusion of choice,ut j,n his failure to
choose wis~IY the goals of his striving. ,is ideals are many;
he moves a1bout in circles; he is in a state of unending negation. Thi~ conflict of interests may, therefore, exaggerate.,
the dilemnjla which the illusion of choice implies, but the
illusion of choice, when it is a dynamic drive in the direction
of an abso~ute goal, the condition for the fulfillment of one's .~
destiny, makes for a resolution of conflict. The illusion which
,creates a self-willed commitment iIJ. the direction of a wisely
chosen des~iny, is'~ vital illusion; it is not deception.
I am ~f the opinion that not man's assumptions are at
fault, but his failure to take them seriously.
i , •
•
Thei trouble, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But! in ourselves that we are underlings.
I found ,Mr. Fergpsson's book thought-provoking, set in
a frame of reference that is adequate, a dynamic verbation
to reconsi~r the foundations and assumptions upon which
we build a hilosophy for life. As Bacon suggested for good
books: it d served to be "chewed, swallowed, and digested."
' A . L. KROHN.
I
!
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In Modern Man, Mr. Fergusson elaborates a complete
theory of individual and group behavior, and in his own
words says, "My purpose -is to discover and define the underlying assumptions upon which modern behavior in the
Western World is based." It is a thought-provoking book.
The disintegration of consciousness in modern man, as evidenced in wide-spread neurosis, suicides, insanity, and general stagnation, taking the form of fanatical clinging to the
conventions and superstitions of the past, is lucidly accounted
for in the light of Mr. Fergusson's research. He formulates
a hypothesis as to the determinapts of human behaVior,
which is both consistent with contemporary knowledge 'and
applicable to contemporary experience, and in - doing so
points out the fallaciousness of. that most universally accepted illusion, free will, or what Mr. Fergusson terms, the
illusion of choice. He, finds this assumption of Wester~ man
neither useable nor workable in the modern world because
knowledge constantly contradicts it, and modern man is"
forever in conflict with it. Thus, man, clinging to the outmoded taboos of the past and at the same time living in the
complexities of the present, whose situations can no longer
be harmonized with these primitive precepts of action, finds
himself with no adequate guide to,conduct. This unbalance
of consciousness Can lead nowhere but to complete disintegration.
The serenity, dignity, and calm of the Indian, mysticized
by so many romantic writers, is intelligently explained by
Mr. Fergusson in the light of his own theories. The <:onstant, ever-present conflict of intriItsic and extrinsic necessity, which ever harasses the modern man, is lacking in
almost its entirety in the savage. His conduct from the time
of birth is proscribed by the taboo, the tribal custom, the fantasies of the medicine man. No disintegrative, conflicting
impulses fight for recognition in his conscfousness. If the
impulse conflicts with the taboo, the impuise, no matter how
~.
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I
powerful, is oiscarded. His behavior pattern saves him
from the ~IIusion of cltoice and, consequently, form the turmoil of f~ustration, !tuiIt, and remorse, which are always
involved ih the illusion of choice. Civilization begins, says
Mr. Fer~sson, when life bec6mes so complex that' the rigid
taboos of tb:e primitive state not longer automatically decide
the, action of the individual in society. It is then, when man .
is forced to harmonize two or more conflicting impulses with- '
out recourse to authority, that the process of disintegration
. begins.
This frantic fear of facing his own impulses and harmonizing them, .is the factor which shackles man to convention, makds him the slave of rjdiculous cults, lo:ri:g after the
outer necessity of these authorities have ceased to exist.
Man lives in terr9r of change, while orally screaming fOF it.
He is afraid to face the necessity of thought, and does so .
only when compelled, and then only in the light of'the iIlusion of choice. Spontaneity and balanced conscious;ness, the'
only salvation of man's consciousness, in the opinion of Mr.
Fergusson. are foreign things to modern man. Instead of
obeying the impulses, harmonizing the conflicting impulses,
and attaining to a balanced consciousness through ~pontan-'
. eity, modefn man struggles with a disintegrating conscious.ness to solve the chaos wreaked by the illusion of choice.

I

>

<

i

'

.

TOM. KROMER.
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